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1) Blog posts 

A truncated version of the case study can be mentioned in your blog postings, with a link to the location on 

your website where the full version can be read by your prospects, thereby increasing traffic to your site. 

2) Bylined Articles 

Articles by your company that are published in business, industry, or trade journals can be more readily 

picked up for publication if they contain a case study or two because of the attraction to positive successes 

your customers have had. 

3) Email / Mail Campaigns 

This is a terrific way to keep in touch, raise awareness about a new product or service, and even convert 

prospects into customers. 

4) Lead Generation Programs 

A case study makes a terrific “free giveaway” in an ad, email, direct mailer, and on a website. In direct 

marketing, we call this strategy an Information Premium. It works! 

5) Newsletters/ E-newsletters / E-zines 

Success stories based on real-world applications get the highest readership in company newsletters. 

6) Press Releases 

A case study can quickly be abridged and reformatted into a press release. Be sure to note in the release that 

a more detailed, expanded case study version is available. Editors might pick it up. 

7) Sales Aids 

Salespeople love case studies. They use them in presentations to illustrate key points, and as testimonials. 

8) Sales Rep Training 

Case studies are a great tool for in-house sales staff training. The key points of the concise, but detailed, 

success story are easily mastered for later recitation to prospects. 
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9) Slide Decks (PowerPoint Presentations)  

When an executive needs to give a talk at a meeting or conference, a case study makes an excellent 

presentation. The content can easily be converted into PowerPoint slides. The printed case study itself can be 

used as a handout. 

10) Testimonials 

Testimonials help make benefits believable. The quotes gleaned from happy customers for the case study 

can also be used – with permission, of course – in ads, brochures, websites and more. 

11) Trade Show Handouts 

Case studies are a great way to break through the clutter of flyers and brochures that permeate trade shows. 

You can even enlarge a case study and exhibit it on a trade show wall. 

12) Web Posts 

Want to improve traffic to your site? Adding new, valuable, content is a proven strategy. A case study 

certainly qualifies. 

13) Webinars 

Similar to the slide deck, webinars are another method of visually communicating the successes of your past 

customers to your potential customers. 

14) White Papers 

White papers typically answer the many technical aspects of your product or service. That is the primary 

focal point of B2B marketing. Still though, there is a personal, emotional need that requires satisfaction 

during the purchasing cycle; the desire to experience the positive results of others who have used your 

product or service. What better way to fill that void than to reference a case study in your white paper. 
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My passion for aviation began very early, which ultimately lead me to become a 

Private Pilot, A&P Mechanic, Repairman, NAAA Certified Aircraft Appraiser, Repair 

Station Chief Inspector, and Repair Station Manager. 

One of the earliest memories I have is flying with my dad in Cessna aircraft. I was 

reviewing his logbook recently and came to the conclusion that I wasn’t much more 

than three or four years old at the time of that earliest memory. 

My maintenance experiences range from LET Sailplane, to Beechcraft King Air, to 

Airbus 319’s, even a Basler Turbo DC-3. I also worked for a few years installing and 

testing avionics. 

I have always been fascinated with communications in the written form. In fact, 

several people over the years have pointed out that I have a natural ability to write well, such as: 

“You are a very good writer and have the skills necessary to be a very good copywriter." 

Will Newman, Professional Copywriter, AWAI’s Circle of Success Lead Instructor 

I completed American Writers and Artists Institute’s (AWAI) flagship copywriting course in 2004, and have 

studied other copywriting interests that AWAI offers as well, with a keen interest in business-to-business 

writing. 

Some of my projects have included web copy for several FAA Certified Repair Stations, lead generation 

letters for a mobile command center company and avionics business start-up, and press releases for a new 

FAA certified Avionics Repair Station. 

I have also successfully written multiple sets of FAA mandated manuals for several Repair Stations. This 

required that I have intimate knowledge, primarily of FAR 145, but also FAR 65, 91, 121, 125, and 135 as 

well. 

What does all this mean for you? 

I speak aviation. I understand aviation.  

With: 

 the knowledge of, and passion for aviation, 

 a natural ability for expressing ideas in writing, 

 B2B specific copywriting training by AWAI, 

 and the proven process used for planning and writing case studies ... 

... you can expect great stories that you can tell your prospective customers to lead to improvement of your 

conversion rates. 

I look forward to rolling up my sleeves and helping you tell your customers’ success stories. Give me a call, 

or shoot me an email now ... won't you? 


